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Our previous experience
• Istanbul Bilgi University managed this e-book
and the teacher’s guide.

• We previously completed an EU-funded e-book
Project designed for Turkish students.
• The CoHERE WP5 e-book deliverable was
designed drawing on out previous experiences.

Available at: http://dijitalavrupa.bilgi.edu.tr/

WP5 Education, heritage and identities
Education, heritage and identities develops best practices in the
production and transmission of European heritages and identities
within two sectors that face challenges in an age of immigration
and globalization, namely education and cultural heritage
production. It explores how European identity is shaped through
formal and informal learning situations both in and outside the
classroom with the purpose of enhancing school curricula and
informal learning at heritage sites by integrating innovative
technologies and including multicultural perspectives.
WP5 team is led by Professor Troels Myrup Christensen and
researchers from Aarhus University (DK) with Dr Lia Galani and
researchers from University of Athens (GR) and Ayhan Kaya and
Ayse Tecmen from Istanbul Bilgi University (TK) and researchers
from the Latvian Academy of Culture (LV).

General Information on the E-book
• This e-book is created as a delivarable of the WP5 of the CoHERE Project, which has received
funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 693289.
• The content and the plan for the e-book was discussed in Athens, Greece in March 2017, and it was
completed in July 2018,

• It is intended as a learning tool for secondary school students across Europe,
• The topic is aligned with the Europe, geography, and education themes of the WP5,
• It is not case-specific; the content is about Europe in general rather than a case-study on specific
countries’ experiences,
• The e-book is in English,
• It can be used on both tablets and computers.

Chapters
The textbook is comprised of :
Introduction: “Do you feel European?” (Christopher Whitehead)
Chapter 1: Space and Identity: Mapping Europe in an Age of
Crisis (Troels Myrup Kristensen)
Chapter 2: Europe and European Union in Geographic Education
Curricula: a case study (Lia Galani)
Chapter 3: European Economic Integration and the Debt Crisis
(Ayse Tecmen)
Chapter 4: Europe, Migration and the Refugee Crisis (Ayhan Kaya
and Ayşe Tecmen)
Chapter 5: Europe on Display: a Case Study (Susannah Eckersley)

Visuals

• IBU subcontracted a wellknown cartoonist in Turkey,
Emrah Ablak, who prepared an
approximately 2.5 minute
animation,
• The animation covers the
subject matters discussed in
the chapters,
• It focuses on multiculturalism,
and migration,
• The narration is intended for
high school students therefore
it is brief and simple,

“Populism, diversity and
tolerance”
Animated Video

• The animation acts as a
visually engaging supplement
to the written content.

Narration of the animation

Treaty of Rome is the first EU Agreement, which anticipated the free movement of workers, as
well as goods and services. Maastricht Treaty introduced European Union citizenship and
extended the freedom of movement to all the citizens of EU member states. Mobility has always
been a key element of EU integration and it has been vital to the construction of a multicultural
Europe.
Because of increased mobility, cultural, ethnic and religious differences across Europe have
become clearer over the recent years. The protection of these differences was guaranteed under
the equality principle of EU citizenship. Nonetheless, the financial crisis and the refugee crisis
have confronted the unity of the EU. The crisis resulted in increased mobility within EU
member states, as well the entry of refugees seeking asylum in Europe who are mostly of
Muslim-origin.
Since the aftermath of September 11, 2001, Islamophobia has become a global concern. The
refugee crisis has intensified Islamophobia across Europe. It has become a threat to the
multicultural character of the EU. Populist movements, which have an increased presence in
both national politics, and the European Parliament, have taken advantage of this fear by
appealing to the people who believe that they are disadvantaged by the refugee crisis as well as
the financial crisis. Liberal, social democrats, on the other hand, state that the current crises are a
result of social injustices, inequalities, unemployment, deindustrialization and poverty.
They try not to portray Muslim-origin people, or migrants, as the others that do not have a place
within the national or European identities. This is a crucial distinction, because fear can be used
to alienate a cultural, ethnic, or religious group, which goes against the spirit of diversity and
unity that the EU has been striving to achieve. Sometimes what we see as a problem can in fact
be a symptom of a greater issue. What we need to do is to find the main sources of these
symptoms in order to address the actual problem. When many states fail to address and resolve
socio-economic inequalities, political movements take advantage of its negative consequences.
They identify adversaries and competitors who are portrayed as the source of the problems. It
seems that this is one of the main causes of the rise of societal and political divides across
Europe.

«Europe in a Museum»
Digital Game
• The game was designed by Asst. Prof. Nuri Kara (Istanbul Bilgi
University, Games Design Department)
• 3rd year undergraduate students participated in the design of
the software as a part of their course assesment,
• We identified tangible and intangible heritages from across 28
EU member states, mostly from UNESCO heritage lists,
• Towards the end of the game there are 5 visuals that represent
Europe’s shared heritage,

• Two visual images for each heritage has been obtained from
online sources,
• Brief descriptions (history, and significance) of each hertiage
has been compiled from the UNESCO website.

Important issues with the design of the
game content
• Visuals are usually copyrighted and therefore difficult to obtain;
• Heritage is a sensitive subject and often heritages can be shared by two
or more countries;
• Intangible and tangible heritage is not a clear distinction;
• UNESCO is widely accepted as a credible source but heritage Lists are
contested by scholars;
• Selecting Europe’s shared heritage for the game was difficult because
these are often contested as well, which we also saw in other Work
Packages in CoHERE.

Let’s meet our
avatar…
In the game “Europe in a Museum”, is the main protagonist, Liliana James. Liliana is a
young, 16 year old explorer. She lives in Peru, where her parents used to live with her.
As archeologists, they had to travel abroad but before they moved away permanently,
they were among the archeologists who discovered the ancient city deep in the
Amazonian rainforest.

The day of the discovery was the first time that Liliana had joined them on an
adventure. It was her lucky day and on that day, she fell in love with their work. After
that, she decided to become an explorer, and an archeologist just like her parents.
Liliana had never travelled anywhere before. She had never been anywhere except for
Peru due to her parents’ worries. Her parents were very protective of her because she is
their only child. She respected their worries, but her dream has always been to travel to
a destination that fused a continent together. Now, it is her mission to learn about every
single country in the world, and to discover what our ancients left behind. Liliana
believes in a bright and beautiful future for which we need to explore and learn our past.

The digital game is also
available via the following
link:
https://oyuncu21.itch.io/eu
rope
Keys To Move
W : Jump
A: Left
D: Right
P : Pause

Guide for
Teachers:
Lesson Plans

Aims of the
Guide

• The Guide is a part of the e-book;
• It contains 5 lesson plans specifically designed
for each chapter;
• Each lesson plan includes material for teachers
to prepare for the lesson and 2-3 activities
lasting 40 minutes in total;
• Activities are diverse and designed to fit the
subject matter while providing various
opportunities to develop analytical thinking
skills.

Contents of the
Lesson Plans
• Lesson Plans inlclude:
• Online quizzes;
• Quizzes prepared specifically for the chapters;
• Online videos;
• Online maps;
• Discussion activities; for example for Chapter 1
• Ask the following questions to students;
a. How would you describe Europe’s geographical
borders?
b. Do you think “Europe” is territorially-bound?
c. How can Europe be characterized by maps?
d. How would you define European identity?
Drawing on the e-book chapter, initiate a class
discussion based on these questions.

• Lesson plans contextualise the chapters for teachers
by providing them with additional preperatory
materials;

Importance
of the Lesson
Plans

• They link the chapters to external digital materials
such as
• Videos prepared by EU Institutions;
• Link to the EU’s e-Twinning Project which helps
instructors share their various lesson plans on the
same or similar topics;
• Online games and quizzes designed outside the
scope of the Project.
• Most importantly, they detail how and in which
chapter the animated and the digital game can best
be utilised.

Thank you.

